READING 2
COURSE OUTLINE

TIMETABLE
1. Introduction to the Course
2. Review: Getting Main Ideas, Skimming & Scanning, Guessing Meaning from Context
3. Increasing Reading Speed: Reading in Phrases
4. Signal Words & Building Vocabulary
5. Ellipsis, Signal Words: Condition, Word Families
6. Pronoun Reference, Organization of Ideas
7. Text Mapping
8. Mid-test & Questionnaire
9. Signal Words: Condition & Prediction
10. Sentence Mapping
11. Adjective Clauses in a Passage
12. Multiple-Meaning Words
13. Affixes & Derivatives
14. Signal Words: Sequence/Chronological Order
15. Word Mapping
16. Final Test

ASSESSMENT

Presence : 10%
Class Participation : 15%
Assignments : 15%
Mid-test : 25%
Final-test : 35%